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A systematic molecular orbital analysis of eight-coordinatemolecules is presented. The emphasis lies in appreciating the
basic electronic structure, u and ?r substituent site preferences, and relative bond lengths within a particular geometry for
the following structures: dodecahedron (DD), square antiprism (SAP), C, bicapped trigonal prism (BTP), cube (C), hexagonal
bipyramid (HB), square prism (SP), bicapped trigonal antiprism (BTAP), and Dghbicapped trigonal prism (ETP). With
respect to u or electronegativity effects the better u donor should lie in the A sites of the DD and the capping sites of the
BTP, although the preferences are not very strong when viewed from the basis of ligand charges. For d2P acceptors and
do ?r donors, a site preferences are Ig> L A> IIA,B (> means better than) for the DD (this is Orgel’s rule), 11 > Ifor
m,) for the BTP (b, c, and m refer to ligands which are basal, are capping,
the SAP, (mil bll) > bl > (cil cI
or belong to the trigonal faces and lie on a vertical mirror plane) and eqli ax > eq, for the HB. The reverse order holds
for dZdonors. The observed site preferences in the DD are probably controlled by a mixture of steric and electronic (u,
a) effects. An interesting crossover from r(M-A)/r(M-B) > 1 to r(M-A)/r(M-B) < 1 is found as a function of geometry
for the DD structure which is well matched by experimental observations. Similar effects should occur in the BTP structure,
but here experimental data are scarce. The importance of electronic effects in the form of metal-ligand interactions in
stabilizinga particular geometry is estimated by using perturbation theory in the form of the angular overlap method (AOM).
In order of increasing energy ETP < BTP < SAP < DD << C HB BTAP. The importance of steric effects is estimated
by calculating the energy of an Laa- species by molecular orbital methods. In order of increasing energy DD SAP <
BTP C < HB BTAP << ETP. The combination of these two series leads to an explanation of the relative popularity
of these structures, DD, SAP, BTP >> C, HB, BTAP >> ETP. The importance of the low-symmetry BTP as a low-energy
structure for the do configuration clearly emerges. The perturbation theory approach is also used to rationalize the relative
bond lengths in the DD structure as a function of geometry and in the bipyramidal 5-, 7-, and 8-coordinate structures.
Polytopal rearrangements are found to be barrierless from MO calculations on systems with nonchelating ligands for at
least one pathway between DD and SAP or from either of these structures to the BTP geometry.
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Eight-coordination2 is common in the structures of ionic
solids, metals, and alloys. For example, the Ca2+ ion in fluorite
and the Cs’ ion in CsCl are both eight-coordinated in the form
of a cube. If we exclude these systems and also metal cluster
complexes, we are still left with a wide range of discrete
complexes and polymeric systems based on the coordination
number 8.
There are many examples of eight-coordination to be found
in the chemistry of the early transition metals and the actinides
and lanthanides. For Ln(II1) 8 is the most common coordination number in complexes. (We will use the symbols Ln
and An to denote lanthanide and actinide metals, respectively.)
The structures of the lanthanide silicates3 are polymeric,
containing S i 0 4 tetrahedra, the oxygen atoms of which are
often arranged so as to eight-coordinate the metal ion. These
polyhedra are usually very distorted in terms of both angular
geometry and the spread of M-O distances. This coordination
number is also prevalent among the fluorides of the actinide
elements, where monomeric, chain, and sheet structures based
on eight-coordinate polyhedra are found.4 Eight-coordination
is most frequently found a t the left-hand side of the transition-metal series and with d2, d’, or doelectronic configuration,
although a few examples with a greater number of d electrons
are known.
One way of viewing the various eight-coordinate geometries
we shall discuss here is to trace, conceptually, their descent
from two six-coordinate forms, the octahedron and the trigonal
prism. This is done in Figure 1, which also sets the mnemonic
nomenclature we shall use to describe the various structures.
Examples are known of almost all of these geometries and also
of many structures intermediate between two idealized extremes. W e take the opportunity here to point out that for
many of the experimental structures it is difficult to readily
describe their geometry.
T h e phrases “distorted
dodecahedron” or “approximately square antiprismatic” are
often encountered in the literature. While the methods of
Porai-Koshits and Aslanov5 and of Muetterties and
Guggenberger6 are now available to describe the direction and
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degree of such distortions, the bulk of the literature still
contains the earlier more imprecise language.
The geometrical distortions required to send one structure
into another are often rather small. We show the connection
between the hexagonal bipyramid (HB), the bicapped trigonal
antiprism (BTAP), and the cube (C) in 1. The cube may

HB

BTAP

C

distort in several other ways as well. By elongation or
compression along one fourfold axis a square prism (SP) is
produced. By rotation of the upper four ligands around one
fourfold axis relative to the lower set a square antiprism (SAP)
is produced. The dodecahedron (DD) may be produced by
a puckering motion, as shown in 2. In this important geometry
there are two symmetry-unrelated sites, conventionally labeled
A and B.

2

A

The S A P may distort to the C2, bicapped trigonal prism
(BTP), as shown in 3. The latter polyhedron has three different ligand sites, those which we call basal (b), those which
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Figure 1. Schematic hierarchy of six-, seven-, and eight-coordinate
geometries.
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Muetterties and Wright in their reviewZaon high coordination numbers divided the idealized eight-coordinate geometries into two groups, a low-energy set of structures (DD,
SAP, BTP) and a higher energy set (BTAP, C, SP, HB).
There is a relatively small number of examples of these
high-energy structures if we exclude the rather special case
of HB’s containing the uranyl ion. By far the largest number
of structural examples are found for the D D and S A P geometries, many with chelating ligands. Often there are alternative chelation modes, and we note here that the preferred
isomer will be determined by a delicate balance of a host of
electronic, “bite-size”, steric, and packing effects. Indeed,
structural preferences for monodentate ligand systems will be
influenced by these same effects.
Hoard and Silvertons in a classic paper have discussed
eight-coordinate polyhedra with respect to three main points:
(a) direct bonding between the central atom and the ligands,
(b) mutual repulsions by the ligands, and (c) geometrical
constraints exerted by polydentate ligands. The role of (b)
was estimated by examining the energy of eight points constrained to move on the surface of a sphere subject to a repulsive potential CzZ,rL/-n,
where rv is the distance between
two points i and j . For n m we have the hard-sphere model.
Softer potentials with values of n between 1 (Coulombic) and
6 were also used. For the D D structure the geometry was
allowed to relax further by letting the A and B ligands move
on different concentric spheres. The most favorable polyhedron
for any value of n for monodentate ligands is the SAP, though
dodecahedra are not much higher in energy. For small-bite
bidentate ligands, however, the DD structure was preferred.
Kepert7 has extended this approachg and looked at the interconversion of the two geometries. For the coordinate 67c
there was virtually no energy change on going from the D D
to the SAP structure.
The following sections contain a systematic molecular orbital
analysis of the several eight-coordinate structures. The extended Hiickel method is used, with parameters specified in
the Appendix. For many of these geometries the d orbital
region of the molecular orbital diagram has been derived
previously using crystal field and ligand field
In addition to probing substituent site preferences, we shall
also attempt to separate the competing effects of steric and
electronic influences in determining the geometries of
eight-coordinate systems.
The Basic Eight-Coordinate Geometries
In this section we follow a line of attack similar to that used
previously in the analysis of five-I2 and seven-c~ordination,’~
that is, to explore the basic features of the molecular orbital
diagrams of the various geometries and to derive therefrom
the site preferences of substituents distinguished by their
a-donating or -accepting ability. The role of s effects will be
-+

Figure 2. Three views o_fthe DD: (a) the usual openwork view; (b)
a view taken down the 4 axis which emphasizes the relationship to
the C and SAP; (c) a view taken approximately down one of the
twofold axes emphasizing the relationship to the BTP.

we call capping (c), and those which lie in the vertical mirror
plane (m).
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In addition to viewing the DD as a bicapped octahedron as
in Figure 1, the three views of the dodecahedron in Figure 2
show its relationship to the BTP and SP. Thus the BTP is
a way-point between the D D and S A P structures. Another
way to interconnect the two is via a rotation and relaxation
about the fourfold axis of the SAP (4 5) or about the 4 axis
4). There is, of course, no differentiation
of the DD (5
between the A and B sites of the DD after the rotation to the
SAP. Still a third route is the square face-diamond face
interconversion shown in 6 . This may also be viewed as the
rotation of pairs of A and B ligands against each other.7c
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explored separately. We report in this section calculations
primarily for ML8, where L is a pseudoligand bearing only
a single CT orbital. Also calculated are energies for La&,without
the central atom, in an attempt to explore the steric demands
of each structure, and energies for the more realistic systems
MCls and M(CO)s. In a later section we will delve deeper
into the significance and derivation of the population analyses
reported, and we will attempt there to separate the steric and
electronic controls on the molecular geometry. Remembering
the Muetterties and Wrightk separation of the structures into
those which were stable and those which were not, we begin
by looking at those systems which are felt to be at rather high
energy.
Hexagonal Bipyramid (HB) and Bicapped Trigonal Antiprism (BTAP). The level ordering for these two geometries
is shown in 7. For the HB the low-lying elg set is not involved
alp

-

2

-
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It

as to give a C1-U-Cl angle much nearer linearity is not
observed either.
Square Prism (SP). The cube, oh, in addition to being
reached by puckering of the HB via a BTAP, is a part of
another natural distortion coordinate-that of the D4h square
prism. In 9 we show the evolution of the cube levels as it is

I

bl9

distorted to a square prism. The deformation may be measured by the polar angle 6. The cube is defined by 6 = cos-’
(1/3l/,) = 54.73’ and the drawing shows the splitting pattern
for 6 < B(cube). At the cubical geometry each ligand u orbital
precisely hits the node in z2 (lo), leaving it nonbonding.

10
HB

BTAP

in u bonding at all. The general level pattern resembles that
for both five- and seven-coordinate bipyramidal geometries.’*J3
As in the seven-coordinate case, the second degenerate set (ezs)
is of the wrong symmetry to interact with and be stabilized
by ( n 1) p orbitals. There is therefore a large energy gap
On distorting the HB toward a BTAP
between elg and
the two degenerate pairs lose their 1,2 labels and mix together.
As a result, the lower e set remains u nonbonding and
equienergetic throughout this distortion. The upper e set rises
in energy, eventually to coalesce with the algorbital at the cube
geometry (1). For all the systems that we have studied [do
and d2 MLa, Lg8-, MCl,, and M(CO),] this distortion coordinate contains a minimum at the cubical geometry.
The population analysis given in 8 for the HB holds for do

+

‘-0.40

through low-spin d4 configurations. There is little preference
on electronegativity grounds for either axial or equatorial sites.
The axial bonds, however, are predicted to be substantially
stronger than the equatorial ones. The reason for this will be
discussed later. As the equatorial belt is puckered and the
molecule distorts to the cube, the axial overlap populations
decrease considerably and the equatorial ones increase by a
smaller amount to a common value of 0.52.
Most of the examples showing the H B geometry contain
UO, or another AnO, unit along the axis.14 Very short axial
U-0 bonds are found, and as in the seven-coordinate case,
these are probably due to the strong u bonding and also the
excellent arrangement for M-axial ligand x bonding. The HB
geometry is not limited to systems containing AnO,. For
example, the /3 modification of YSF contains15 HB’s with six
equatorial F atoms and two axial S atoms coordinating the
Y . However, the structure of UC12(Me2S0)62fwhich one
might have anticipated would be a HB with axial chlorines
assumes instead a dodecahedral structure with C1 atoms in
the B sites (see below), such that the Cl-U-Cl is 91’. An
alternative structure where the two C1 atoms are arranged so

Distortion on either side of 0 = O(cube) leads to an increase
in the energy of z2. The population analysis for an MLs cubic
geometry is given in 11.

2

-044

“
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We find the cube to be the lowest energy geometry within
this D4hdeformation coordinate for all do-d4 systems studied.
There is an example of a nearly cubic geometry in a discrete
transition-metal complex in Et4U(NCS)8.’7a The N-U-N
angles are found with two different values, 70.3 and 71.1’,
very close to the 70.5’ expected for the perfect cube. [Interestingly, in
the coordination around the
uranium is SAP.] In Na3PaF8 one finds1*a SP with 6 = 56’,
only slightly distorted from the cube, with edges parallel to
the fourfold axis of 2.47 and perpendicular to it of 2.60 A.
The only other example of (approximate) molecular cubic
coordination we have been able to find is that of U(bpy),.lg
Cubic coordination is often found in ionic solid-state structures,
for example, CaF,. Many other compounds, e.g., M 0 2 (M
= Pa, Np, Pu, Am),*O have this structure, but it is probably
not legitimate to refer these to isolated MX, cubic geometries.
Also many distorted cubic structures may be found among
other actinide complexes. A slightly distorted cubic geometry
is also found for ammonium and alkali metal complexes with
the “wraparound” ligands tetranactin and nonactin, respectively, cyclic polyethers which also contain carbonyl groups.
In the fascinating structure of K+ (nonactin)21aand NH4+
(tetranactin),lb four carbonyl 0 atoms and four ether 0 atoms
coordinate the central ion in the form of a cube. We also note
here that the cube geometry is an observed arrangement for
polyhedral molecules such as cubane.
End-Bicapped Trigonal Prism (ETP). This is predicted to
be a high-energy structure. In fact Hoard and Silverton say8
this is “sterically so obviously inferior to the cube as scarcely
to merit consideration”, but we have a reason for retaining
it here, which will become clear below. The ETP level ordering
is shown in 12 for 6 = 58’, where a minimum in energy occurs

a
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Table I. Central Atom s, p, and d and Ligand (I Combinations
for Eight-Coordinate Geometries
poly- point
d
hedron group z 2 x z - y 2 xy

for Lg*- and MLg. The orbital ordering is similar to that
reported for the end-capped trigonal prism in the seven-coordinate case. The e’’ set is pushed to high energy by u interaction, and the p orbitals do not have the correct symmetry
to depress it. Stabilization of this sort does occur with the
lower energy e’ set, which is also destabilized by interaction
with the ligand u functions. Analogously with the sevencoordinate C3, capped prism13 the E T P is stabilized considerably on removal of electrons from these e’ orbitals to become
closer in energy for the do configuration to the cube and H B
structures.
A few possible examples of this structure are known, although sometimes it is debatable whether the stucture is sixor eight-coordinate. In Rb2Na(hfac)322athe 0 atoms of the
ligand coordinate the N a as a trigonal prism, and the two R b
atoms cap the trigonal faces, 13. The N a - 0 distance is 2.4
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Another prominent result of the calculations above on the
HB and the SP is the presence of a ligand combination at high
energy which is of the wrong symmetry to interact with any
of the central metal s, p, or d orbitals. In the HB, for example,
it looks like 15. In our calculations this orbital actually comes

Rb

Rb

A and the Na-Rb

distance, calculated by us, is 3.7 A. Data
for the Rb2 or NaRb molecules are unavailable, but the bond
lengthz3in the K2 molecule is 3.92 A and that in Na2 3.08 A,
which suggests that some Rb-Na interaction is possible.
Perhaps a more persuasive ETP structure is found in
complexesz2bof the alkali metal ions with the macrobicyclic
diamino hexaether “football” ligand C18H36N206.Here the
six 0 atoms form a structure somewhere between a trigonal
prism and a trigonal antiprism and the two N atoms cap the
trigonal faces. The M-N and M-0 distances in this system
are comparable. The best approximation to the ETP structure
is for M = Cs, R b where the twist angle between the two
trigonal planes is 15’ (0’ for ETP, 60’ for BTAP).
The population analysis, 14, suggests that the axial bonds

I
14

I

-047

should be weaker than the others but indicates that the better
a-electron-acceptor (more electronegative) ligand should go
in the axial site, which is not the case in 13. The central atom
here (Na), however, has no accessible d orbitals. A calculation
on this system gives only a slight difference in atomic charges
and a n extremely weak axial bond compared to that of the
others. This is certainly in accord with the observed structure.
Each of the foregoing structures contained at its equilibrium
geometry a low-energy pair of d orbitals, which could readily
accommodate four electrons. With eight two-electron donor
ligands this gives a total electron count of 20. More stable
structures should be those where a single d orbital lies to low
energy. All of the structures that follow exhibit this feature
and are more stable for all configurations do-d2. They share
the common property of a large energy gap between this
low-lying level and the next.

above the lowest d-orbital set. T o involve this combination
in bonding one could invoke metal f orbitals. There might be
some justification for doing so in the actinide or lanthanide
series, but we would not like to enter this contentious area at
this time. In Table I we show the symmetry species of allowed
ligand u combinations (at bottom) and the representations
subduced by the metal s, p, and d orbitals (at top). For all
of the structures discussed next each ligand representation has
a central atom counterpart.
Dodecahedron (DD). A large variety of structures are
known with this geometry. The classic Mo(CN);- structure
in K4Mo(CN)g.2H20 determined many years ago by Hoard
and c o - ~ o r k e r swas
~ ~ the first of many examples. This
structure is found for several complexes containing the
“small-bite” ligands 022(e.g., K3Crv(02)41Gand NO< (e.g.,
M ~ I ” ( N O ~ ) ? - )For
. ~ ~small-bite ligands Kepert’ predicted that
the DD structure should be significantly stabilized relative to
the SAP. The D D forms the basis of the Th3P4structurez6
which in addition to describing several phosphide systems is
also found for a series of alloys, e.g., La4Rh,3.27 As well as
rather complex dodecahedral structures [for example, the HfOs
unit in Hf18010(OH)26(S04)13(H20)3328]
many simpler
structures are well characterized, typically containing the
bidentate P-diketonate, monothiocarbamate, and dithiocarbamate ligands.
In the molecular orbital diagram for the DD a single u
nonbonding orbital, x 2 - y 2 , lies to low energy. There have
been several orbital descriptions of this structure.1° The exact
ordering of the levels other than the x 2 - y 2 depends upon the
geometry-that shown in 16 is obtained for OA = 35’, Be =
bz
e
0,

b,

-

-

XY

XZJZ
22

x2-y2

16
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Figure 4. The ratio of bond lengths rA/rBfor some of the DD molecules
of Figure 3c where the A and B sites are occupied by chemically
equivalent atoms. The solid line represents the calculated locus of
bond overlap population (M-A)/bond overlap population (M-B) =
1 for a do ML8 system.

I

m f

Figure 3. (a) Potential energy surface for the DD Lt-system. The
energy minimum is at BA, Be = 3 7 O , 72'. (b) Potential energy surface
for a d2 MCls system. The energy minimum is at OA, OB = 3 6 O , 7 1 O .
Similar surfaces are calculated for MLBand M(CO)*. (c) Observed
values of 0A, 0 B for a random selection of DD structures taken from
the literature. The letters refer to the references in ref 29.

75'. tIA and 8, are the angles between the 4 axis of the
idealized DD and the bonds which extend from the metal to
the dodecahedral A and B sites, respectively. For do and d2
systems minimum-energy geometries are located at
8),
= (36O, 74') for ML8, (36', 71') for MCl8, and (38O, 74')
for M(C0)g. The hard-sphere model gives (36.9', 69.5') and
the softer potential of Hoard and Silverton (35.2O, 73.5'), quite
close to our values for the metal-containing complexes and that
for LS8- (37'3 72').
When we calculate a potential energy surface for a general
dodecahedron, varying eA and 9, independently within a Dld
constraint, we obtain (Figure 3) for L-:, MCl8, M(CO)8, and
ML8 a surface very much like that observed by Kepert' from
a molecular mechanics approach. A plot of the observed
structures gives a distribution consistent with our surfaces and
the softer potentials of the Kepert method. Points labeled with
capital letters refer to systems with small-bite ligands, for
example, 0 2 1 - , NO3-, and OAc-, which are significantly
displaced from the valley. Ones with larger values of 1 9 ~
contain more than two d electrons. We will return to these
cases later.
The bond overlap populations in the DD are sensitive to the
molecular geometry. For ML8 at the minimum-energy geometry we obtain the population analysis 17. This suggests
-026 A

A

that the more electronegative ligands will prefer the B sites
and that the stronger CT bonds will be formed between metal
and B site ligands. Thus, for equivalent ligands we would

expect r(M-A)/r(M-B) > 1. Interestingly, the softer surface
of Hoard and Silverton suggested8 rA/rB = 1.03 at the
equilibrium geometry, but the spd hybridization approach'"
of earlier authors found stronger bonding to the ligands in the
A sites.
As the geometry is deformed from the minimum in the
surface of Figure 3, the relative overlap populations change
as shown in Figure 4. On moving from the minimum toward
the cube the bond length ratio (rA/rB)decreases below unity
and then increases to unity again at the cube. We show some
rA/rBvalues for several complexes containing identical ligands
in Figure 4 and note that there are several structures where
the bond length ratio is less than unity. The Swalen and Ibers
ligand field calculation101on CrOg3-(d') also showed that for
this species rA/rB< 1 was to be expected on d orbital grounds
alone. Our calculations indicate that above the upper rA/rB
= unity line of Figure 4 the M-A overlap population increases
as dA increases, but the M-B overlap population decreases.
Below this line both M-A and M-B overlap populations
decrease as d A decreases. There is as yet insufficient data to
test this more detailed result.
There is no change in the site carrying the largest charge
in the region covered in Figure 4. The B sites remain more
negative throughout. In general the A sites become less
negative and the B sites more negative as either 9, is decreased
or OB is increased. Thus the difference in the two charges is
smallest (-0.25, -0.26) at dA = 45O, Be = 6 5 O , and largest
(-0.19, -0.34) a t 8A = 30°, 9 B = 85'. We note that the
difference in charges between the two sites is in fact quite small
compared with figures derived previously in geometries with
lower coordination numbers. This is a general feature of our
study of eight-coordinationand suggests that u site preferences
may not be particularly strong if governed by the ligand charge
distribution.
In previous ~ o r k ' ~we
, ' have
~
concentrated exclusively on
the charge distribution as a guide to substituent site preferences. An argument could also be made for an analysis based
on overlap populations or bond orders-i.e., that the strongest
u donor should enter the site with the largest M-L bond
overlap population. The two factors may indeed compete, as
they do in this case.
For most geometries the strongest u donor is expected to
reside in the A sites, since these carry the smallest negative
charge on the ligand. We should wait until we have discussed
?r-bonding effects to weight the available data on ligand site
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Table 11. Site Preferences for Dodecahedral Systems

A site
TiCl,(diars),
NbCI, (diar s)
VCl,(diars),
UCl,(Me,SO)61+
PaOCl,
H, Mo (PPh 3 1 4
Zr(nes),
Zr(quW'l
W(quinBr),
Mo(CN),(RNC),
Zr(NTA),'Zr(edta).4Hz0
Yb0,Cla
EuCl,(H,O),'

As
As
As
0
3 C1,lO
H
N

N
0
CN
N, 0
2 N, 2 0 (H,O)
0

0

B site

d"

ref

c1
c1
c1
c1
2C1,20
PPh,

do
d'

31
32
31
16a
16c
30
33
34
35
36

0
0
N
RNC

0
40
c1, 0
c1, 0

d'
do
do
d'
do
do
d'
dZ
do
do
do
do

38
31
39
40

Distorted
Part of a large polymeric unit in Yb,(SiO,),C1.
structure; has this site preference when viewed as DD in
EuC1,*6H20.

preferences, but we can take a preliminary look at the situation
based on the u effect alone. In fact most previous arguments
as to site preferences have focused on P-type interactions by
using Orgel's rule.loe
For H4Mo(PPh3):3 the stronger u donor (H) goes into the
A positions, leaving to the phosphine ligands the sterically more
free B sites. This species, with BA = 30°, OB = 71', lies off
the main sequence of points of Figure 3c (point w). This may
simply be due to the steric relaxation of the unbalanced ligand
set. Previous analysisI3 of the pentagonal-bipyramidal
structure of H40s(PPhJ3 put the H atoms in equatorial sites,
where they belonged both sterically and electronically. We
have mentioned above that in UC12(Me2S0)62+l 6 the two C1
ligands entered the B sites and the 0 atoms of the M e 2 S 0
ligand all the A sites and the two B sites remaining, which is
the opposite result expected for the more electronegative 0
ligands. This result is in accord with steric arguments since
the larger C1 atom would on those grounds prefer the B sites.
In PaOC12, however, where a dodecahedral Pa03C15unit exists,
the 0 and C1 atoms are scattered between the A and B sites.
Table I1 gives some site preferences for a variety of dodecahedral systems. Only in the cases of the d2 W ( q ~ i n B r ) ~ , ~
and these uranium examples does the u site guide not apply
for good D D geometries. We will return to this point when
we consider T bonding in these systems in detail. In several
cases not listed in Table I both sorts of atoms in the ligands
are found in both A and B sites. These include T i I " ( m t ~ ) ~ ,
its Zr(IV) analogue$* and Z ~ ( N O ~ ) ~ ( a c a c )Here
~ ! ~ no site
preference seems to exist at all.
The DD structure is calculated to be more stable than any
of the foregoing ones for the do-d2 configurations. The mean
bond overlap population is also larger than for any of the
previous structures, indicating an electronic advantage for this
geometry. The importance of steric control is also evident from
the results of our calculations. For example, as BA becomes
larger for a given OB, the energy increases. We can trace this
destabilization to low-lying, mainly ligand, energy levels rising
in energy. This is typical of how ligand-ligand repulsions
manifest themselves in molecular orbital calculations.
Square Antiprism (SAP). This D4dgeometry is also well
represented among the known eight-coordinate structures.
Whereas K4W(CN)8.2H20contains DD W(CN)2- ions,43in
the H4W(CN)8.6H20 system the S A P structure is found.44
Similarly the coordination in M o ( C N ) ~ ~is- sensitive to its
environment. DD24 and SAP45 structures are known. In
bis(phtha1ocyanine) complexes of Sn47and U48the ligand
geometry forces a square-planar arrangement of quartets of
coordinating atoms, leading to the S A P structure. In the
heteropolytungstate (W5018H)2Ce6-the cerium ion is
c ~ o r d i n a t e dby
~ ~two polytungstate units built from W 0 6

octahedra. Four oxygen atoms from each fused unit form a
square plane of coordinating ligands. There are also many
complexes containing P-diketonate ligands and other chelating
ligands. The most common chelation mode is ssss.
The orbital splitting pattern for the S A P is shown in 18.

a,

-

l

t

The p orbitals transform as el + b2 and so cannot keep the
d block e2 and e, orbitals from rising to high energy. The a,
orbital ( z 2 )would be u nonbonding at 8 = 54.73'. For larger
or smaller 8 values it is destabilized. Thus we expect to see
a change in equilibrium structure as we move from d2 to do,
the former having a O value closer to 54.73'. For our model
system ML8 we find energy minima at 8 = 57' (d2) and 8 =
60' (do) in accord with this idea, but for the more realistic
systems MC18 (58') and M ( C 0 ) 8 (55') the changes are
imperceptible. For Lg8-itself we find a value of 57'. Experimentally we see an increase in 8 on going from d2 W(CN)84- (OaV = 57.3°)44to d' W(CN)83-(8 = 59.1°),50 but care
must be exercised since the former is a distorted structure.51
The soft- and hard-sphere values are 57.3* and 59.3', respectively.
Since the lowest energy d orbital is destabilized in this
geometry for 8 # 54.73' and the lowest energy d orbital in
the dodecahedron is purely metal-ligand nonbonding, we might
expect an energy advantage for the SAP compared to the DD
on going from d2 via d' to do configurations. However, even
with the potentially similar species M(CN)83-34-( M = Mo,
W), the geometry is very sensitive to crystal environment as
we mentioned earlier. In solution the geometry may be cation
and solvent dependent.46
The population analysis for a S A P with 8 = 58' is given
in 19 for the ML8 system. The figures are comparable with

,9

+-02e

a
I

those for the DD. Rotation of the two halves of the molecule
around the fourfold axis is calculated to be energetically
unfavorable, but distortions in this direction are found for
several species. The staggering of the two quartets (45' for
a perfect SAP) is 38' in (phth),U and 42' in (phth),Sn (phth
= phthalocyanine). Similar distortions are found in [Sr((NH2C0)2NH)4]2+52 and ( P Y S O ) ~ L ~ ~ + . ~ ~
Bicapped Trigonal Prism (BTP). This CZugeometry was
first recognized for the YF, structure.54 Subsequently, several
species have been found to lie closer to the BTP geometry than
the SAP geometry upon close examination. The use of
sensitive shape parameters5x6has enabled one to obtain a much
more definite fix on molecular geometry than was previously
possible. For example, the structures of the a forms of Ce(acac), and Th(acac)4, recently claimed as mainly dodecahedral, are really better described as BTP.55
The level ordering and various electronic effects are best
approached by deriving the BTP from an SAP geometry, along
the deformation coordinate described earlier in 3, 20. Alternatively one could regard the rather low-symmetry geometry
as arising via repeated capping of the capped trigonal prism
of seven-coordination. From that point of view, shown in 21,
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s+

Z

Y

-%-

+
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capping ligands on going from do to d2. If the D3,, prism is
maintained for the noncapping ligands, we also see a flattening
of this unit on going to d2. The origin of both these effects
may be readily discerned from the form of the lowest energy
d orbital. In the case where we retained the D3hgeometry of
the prism ligands, if the prism axis is designated as z , then in
this axis system the lowest energy d orbital is a near-equal
mixture of z2 and x2- y 2 (24). Energetically, the flattening
of the prism on going from do to d2 is dominated by the
movement of the six prism ligands toward the node of z2 (10)
which relieves the destabilizing effect of the out-of-phase
mixing of the prism orbitals with the lobe of z2.

/

the y z orbital is ideally disposed in space to interact with the
eighth ligand. A feature of our calculation on the BTP that
did not arise in previous ligand field calculations is the large
energy gap between the lowest energy a l orbital and the a2
orbital above it. The a l orbital is a mixture of z2 and x2 - y 2
and is slightly u antibonding.
We have optimized the geometry for ML8 in two ways.
First, we have maintained the D3hstructure of the six prism
ligands and varied the polar angle 0 and the angle between
the capping ligands a (22). The energy minima in this

In the second minimization procedure one needed to fix O7
and Os for the d2 system; otherwise the BTP immediately
distorted to the SAP. The reason for this strong effect may
be seen from 25. On opening out, these two ligands approach

25

22

coordinate are at 0 = 49', a = 140' (d2) and 0 = 4 5 O , a =
120° (do). For the do configuration it is extremely interesting
to note that this structure had the lowest energy, by 34
kcal/mol, of any of the geometries studied. In a second
geometry optimization procedure the polar angles of all the
ligands were varied, with the following C2, constraint [the
numbering scheme (of ref 2a) is shown in 23; 0 and cp are

23

.tV4
8

defined relative to the z and x axes of 201: B5 = 06, O1 = 8 2
= Os = 04, 87 = 68, y5 = 0 ((os = 90, = 270, 96 = 180°), 9 4
= 180 - (03, etc. This distortion coordinate contains the SAP,
which for many systems is more stable than the BTP. Thus
we searched for the lowest energy structure around the values
of 0 and 9 expected for the BTP. For MLs (d2), O5 = 69',
0, = 36' (fixed), Os = 5 7 O , and p3 = 49O; for MLs (do), O5 =
66', Os = 34O, O3 = 57', and cp3 = 49'. The observation of
an energy minimum at a BTP type of geometry for the do MLs
system is an electronic effect. No minimum is found for L l using the second method. A valley does exist in the potential
energy surface connecting the S A P and BTP, the concerted
opening out of two ligands and closing in of another two being
one of the lowest energy distortions of the Ls8- SAP.
Whichever method of restricted geometry optimization is
used, we find an opening out of the angle between the two

the node in z2 and increase their in-phase interaction with the
x2 - y 2 orbital component. The opening out of the capping
ligands on going from do to d2 is a balance of the two effects
shown in 26 and is related to those in 25. The first stabilizes
the lowest d orbital on opening up the capping ligands; the
second destabilizes it. The former seems to win out. We
calculate a m w h smaller energy change than for 25 in our
model MLs system.
rl

U

26

For the more realistic ligands MClS and M(CO)* we do not
see a minimum at the BTP for distortions of the second type.
The SAP structure is more stable for all electronic configurations, but not by much. Instead we see rather soft distortions of the SAP in the direction of the BTP for do MC18
and a minimum somewhere between SAP and BTP structures
for do M(CO)s. The minimum at O5 = 62O, 0, = 4 7 O , O3 =
5 5 O , q3 = 49' is only 0.07 kcal/mol below an SAP structure.
Several structures which have been described as distorted
S A P S are deformed along this coordinate, One interesting
system which illustrates this distortion is octacyanotungstate.6
The d2 ion in H4W(CN)s.6H2044or H4W(CN)s.4HC1.
1 2H2057is a good approximation to an SAP using the shape
parameters of various authors. The d' ion in Na3W(CN)g
4H205' is midway between the SAP and BTP. This is evident
from the shape parameters but difficult to see in a drawing.6
The number of BTP structures or molecules lying between
the SAP and BTP extremes will no doubt increase once the
6, cp shape parameters are fully adopted by structural chemists.
Several molecules long identified in the literature as DD or
SAP have been reassessed as having BTP g e o m e t r i e ~ . ~For
,~
example, the M ( a ~ a c ) ~ . 2 H (M
~ O = La, Nd, Eu) and the a
forms of M(acac), (M = Ce, Th) are now r e ~ o g n i z e das
~~
BTPs. Some other examples of this geometry are given in
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Table 111. Bond Lengths in Some Bicapped Trigonal
Prism Structures
compd

M-L,

M-L,

M-Lb

ZrF,42.1Sa
1.91, 1.95 2.20, 2.19
2.70
2.79
TbCl,
2.95
2.32, 2.30
YF 3
2.25, 2.26 2.21
Eu(acac),.
2.46 (acac) 2.45
2.49,2.36, 2.40
3H20
2.55 (H,O) 2.58
2.48 (acac) 2.49
2.48, 2.43, 2.47, 2.50
La(acac),.
3H20
2.56 (H20)2.58
Nd(acac),.
2.48 (acac) 2.44
2.40, 2.49,2.38, 2.46
3H,O
2.56 (H,O) 2.52
&-Nd,S,
3.06
2.81
2.97
Li,UF,
2.39
2.21, 2.24 2.29, 2.26
La,GeS,
3.03, 2.83 2.86, 2.98 3.15, 2.91, 3.02, 2.96
La,Ge,S,,
3.53, 3.00 2.91, 2.98 3.09, 3.02, 2.93, 2.86
2.34
2.32
Er,O(dpm),,- 2.43
(OH)
Involved in hydrogen bonding with hydrazine.

reduces to the particularly simple form
ref
58
59
54
60
61

(3)

This represents an overall stabilization if i is the lower energy
one of the two orbitals. For a fixed metal-ligand distance we
may express the overlap integral as a simple geometric function
of the spherical polar angles defining the ligand positions:

63
64
65
66
67

Expressions for &(e, cp) in terms of trigonometrical functions
of these angles are readily a~ailable.’~Amalgamation of (3)
and (4) allows us to write the stabilization energy of a ligand
u orbital, i, on interaction with a metal d orbital,j, as in ( 5 ) .
Ei

Table 111. W e note that all of these systems have the do
electronic configuration which was indicated as particularly
favoring this geometry.
The charge distribution in the BTP is a function of the
geometry. For the minimum energy ML8 conformation, d2,
the population analysis is given in 27. For the do case the

(4)

Si, = SaLy(8, CP)

62

- ti(’) =

O J g 2 C f t ( O , CF))
- ~S,4Cf:(e,
P))

(5)

Two parameters appear70 in eq 5 : PJ:
= S$Hj; f At, and
7 3 : = S:Hit/(Acu)3. For the case where we have more than
a single ligand the stabilization energy of an entire set of eight
ligand orbitals (transforming as I?) on interaction with a
central metal orbital is then
8

8

Ac(r) = p$?Cfk?(e,

cp)

k= 1

- 73:[ Cfk?(e, P)12 ( 6 )
k= I

W e are interested in the total u stabilization afforded the
system with two electrons in each ligand-centered orbital. This
is simply given by the summation of (6) over all the d orbitals
(or over all the p orbitals if we are concerned with those),

- 0 28

E(u):
5

-0.28

overlap populations are slightly larger, but the capping ligands
are still the weakest bound. Table I11 shows some bond lengths
in BTP structures. The site notation was defined in 3. A
general lengthening of the metal-to-capping ligand bonds over
the others is observed, as we would predict from 27. The
sizable number of different bond lengths in the same molecule
testifies to the distorted nature of many of these structures.
The BTP structure is an obvious halfway house between the
seven-coordinate capped trigonal prism and the nine-coordinate
tricapped trigonal prism. In Li4UF8the U is coordinated to
the two capping ligands with U-F bond lengths of 2.39 A.
There is a third F atom just in the right osition for coordination to the third face of the prism, 3.3 away. In LiUF5
the tricapped structure is found.58
Perturbation Theory or Angular Overlap Approach to
Eight-Coordination
In this section we focus attention on the forces of interaction
between the central metal atom s, p, and d orbitals and the
ligand g orbitals, in an effort to separate electronic effects from
steric ones. Our approach will be similar to the one we have
used previously in assessing main-group s t e r e o ~ h e m i s t r y . ~ ~
Perturbation theory tells us that the stabilization of an
orbital i associated with the interaction of two orbitals i and
j is given by (1) where the only nonvanishing terms occur in

w

Ei

-

ti(0)

=

Ei (2)

+ € 1 4 ) + ,.,

(1)

even orders of the perturbation. More specifically we may
write ( 2 ) . The perturbation V , is Hij - Sijci(0) and an ex-

I(ilvlr,12 42)1
(il

ci - q 4 = ___ -

A€ij

w,l2 + ...

(2)

(A~ij)~

pression exactly analogous to (2) may be generated by expansion of the secular determinant in a binomial series.70 If
the Wolfsberg-Helmholz approximation for Hij is made, Hij
= ‘/2K(Hji + Hj,)S’ij, and if one further puts K = 2, then ( 2 )

8

c(q)= 2E [OS?Cfkj2(e, p) - 7st:
k=l

j= 1

8

Cfkj2(e,

k=l

(P)l21

(7)

For the first double summation a simplifying sum rule applies72
5

8

Cfk?(e,

cp)

= 8 (number of u ligands)

j=lk=l

(8)

for the d-orbital case, or a similar summation (j= 1-3) for
p-orbital interaction. Thus the total u stabilization energy is
given by (9), where h(0, cp) carries the only geometry de-

C(u) = 16PJs,2 - 7JS,4h(B, cp)

(9)
pendence of the (r stabilization energy. Note that this result
applies specifically to the do configuration. For dn systems
where the d orbitals are partially occupied the sum rule does
not usually hold and the geometric preferences of the ligands
is most often set by variations in the second-order term of eq
5,70,73

Let us apply the results of this discussion to the eightcoordination problem. Three different cases apply. In case
1 there is but a single u representation to interact with a given
d orbital of the same symmetry species. There is in addition
only one d orbital (or one set of d orbitals if degenerate) of
this particular species. The situation is described exactly by
the algebra above. Table I, which listed the irreducible
representations subduced by the metal functions and ligand
u orbitals, indicates that this state of affairs is found for three
eight-coordinate structures, the C, the SAP, and the SP.
Figure Sa shows the specific example of the cube. The alg,
a2u,and tl, ligand sets remain u nonbonding to the metal d
manifold (ai, and tl, will interact with s and p orbitals). The
stabilization energy of the t2gset is determined by the value
of n,, which is simply the geometrically determined factor
given$y (10). Values for n for the various geometries are given
in Table IV.
8

nj =

CJ,,2(e,CP)
i=l

(10)
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Table IV. nj Values for Metal-Ligand u Interactions'
with d orbitals

with p orbitals
4Ha'
2QA'

DD

8H'

2(3H'- 1)'
3Q4
12H'Q'
2(3H2- 1)'
6Q4
0
12Q'H'
0

SAP
SP

C

+ 4Hn'
+ 2Qi'

4Q'
8H'
4Q'

a/ 3

"3

' I z(2 + ' I 1 )

HB

2
3

9i4

0

wat2

3/2(3H' - 1)' t 2
3 - '/4(3H2 - 1)l
0
'/2(3H1 - 1)' t 2

BTAP

ETP

32'

6H2t 2

'/4Q4

9Q'H'
(3HI2- 1)' + '/z(3H)'- 1)' 4- '/z(3HsZ 1)'
3(Sz - C')'QI4 t 'IeQ7' + ' / 4 Q s 4
l2Ql4C1S'
6H,lQ7' + 12H,zQ,2Sz
6H, l Q S t 12H, 'Q, 'C'
''14 (2 + '14)

BTP

PB

,518

3Q l

+

4H,' 2H,' +
4Q1 2Szt 2Q; a
4Q, 2C2t 2Qs'

w,'

2

SI'

0

TB

"/4

(2 + 3 / 4 )

2

'/

'/a

0

C = cos 93,S = sin 9', H = cos 0 , Q = sin 8. The values of flal and rial' (see Figure 5) are evaluated by solution of a secular determinant
where the diagonal elements are those given here and the off-diagonal term is mal : ma, = 3"' [2(3H,' - l)(S1 - C2)Ql - Q7*(3H,l- 1) t
Q11(3Hs' - 111.

For case 2 there are two different types of ligands (DD, HB,
BTAP, ETP) and there are always two totally symmetric
ligand u combinations. In the absence of ligand-ligand interactions the result of metal-ligand bonding is that one a l g
level remains unchanged in energy and all the latent a l g interaction is "transmitted" to the other. As an example, we
use the HB structure in Figure 5b. A similar result applies
to the three e orbitals in the BTAP, two derived from the d
manifold and one from the ligand u set. One d-orbital
combination remains nonbonding and one is antibonding
between metal and ligand. The ligand combination is metal-ligand bonding.
Case 3 applies to the C, BTP structure only. This geometry
is of sufficiently low symmetry that two things happen. First,
two d orbitals transform as the same irreducible representation
of the group and, second, there are now three different types
of ligand and consequently three a, ligand u combinations. The
result is that an off-diagonal element needs to be introduced
into the d orbital-ligand u problem, of the form
8

mJ =

CGJ(0,c.))Cfide, (P))
r=l

(11)

and a secular determinant solved74with diagonal elements of
the form of eq 10. The result is an a l stabilization for two
of the ligand u combinations of the form (nal f n,,')*BJ,' (nal f na,')4~$,4 and zero for the third. Case 3 is shown in
Figure 5c.
We may perform an identical treatment for interaction with
the (n + 1) p orbitals on the metal. Case 1 or case 2 behavior

holds for all systems, in the C
, instance two a, ligand u orbitals
receiving zero stabilization. Table IV includes nJ values for
these interactions. Overlap of ligand u orbitals with (n + 1)s
is isotropic and therefore has no geometrical consequences.
We have included the mixing induced by the presence of two
d orbitals of the same symmetry, as discussed above. What
we will neglect in our treatment is a similar mixing between
p and d orbitals (in the DD, ETP, and BTP only) and between
s and d orbitals (in all geometries except the C). We shall
assume that the total stabilization energy is just the sum of
the relevant contributions from s, p, and d interactions.
Since the quartic term from eq 9 comes in with a negative
sign, we need to find the minimum value of h(0, cp) in order
to locate the structure of lowest energy. The results for porbital interactions alone and d-orbital interactions alone are
given in Table V. In many cases the minimum values of 0
may be simply derived algebraically from the entries in Table
IV.
Some interesting points emerge from Table V. First recall
that the extended Huckel calculations arrived a t similar
geometries within a given distortion coordinate for ML8 and
LS8-. The table shows, however, that in some cases, for instance, the BTAP and BTP, p, d, and Lg8- (steric) considerations all favor the same geometry. In other cases, for
example, the SP, steric, and p-orbital interactions favor one
geometry (0 = 54.73', at the cube) while d-orbital interactions
prefer a significantly different structure. In some cases steric,
p, and d considerations all prefer different geometries (e.g.,
the SAP). However, whatever the desires of p and d electronic
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Table V. Geometry Containing Minimum Value for h(0,cp)

P

minimum L, a geometry

d

= 28", 0 g = 65"

DD

a line drawn from the C(0,, 0~ = 54.73'-) and
passing through the points @ A= 42", O B= 70"
a n d 0 ~ =3 1 " , 0 ~ = 8 0 "

0~

SAP

0 = 54.73"
(COS* 0 = 1/3)

0

SP

0 =54.73" (C)

0 = 36"

= 66"

0

= 57.5"

0 = 54.8" (C)

(cos2 0 =
BTAP

= 70.5" (C)

ETP

0 = 70.5" (C)

(COS-'l/3) 0 = 70.5" (C)
(cos-' (5]'*/3)) 0 = 42"
0 = 60"

BTP

a variety of structures, but some around
0,=65°,~,=30",0,=650,93=550

a variety of structures, but some around
e l = 5 0 ° , 8 , = 20°, e , = 65", p1 = 50"

0

(COS

e=I/~)

(cos e =

= 55"
= 35"
0 , = 65"
9 3 = 49"
0,
0,

Table VI. h ( 0 , p) Values Evaluated at the Minimum-Energy
Geometry for L S 8 -

DD

b)

,-

%

SAP
SP(C)
HB4
ETP
BTP

p orbital

d orbital

sum

energy of L S a - ,
kcal/mol

42.6
43.2
42.6
44.0
44.8
42.6

34.6
33.2
42.6
42.8
26.6
32.6

77.2
76.4
85.2
86.8
71.4
75.2

3.5
0
27
97
166
24

a This is not the minimum in the BTAP coordinate but is
included here since there are a substantial number of structures
with this geometry.

-

Case 3
Figure 5. Three different cases of metal-ligand interaction which
need to be considered in the perturbation approach. See text for
discussion.

interactions, the equilibrium geometry is nearer the sterically
determined one than any other.
Table VI shows the values of h(0, p) from eq 10 calculated
not a t the minimum energy p or d geometry from Table V but
a t the geometry demanded by steric interactions. Included
also are the relative energies of the Egg- molecules a t these
geometries. Examination of the last two columns gives us a
clue as to the reasons for the stability or instability of the
various structures. Keep in mind that the summed h(0, cp)
values are not in any energy units, so that only trends can be
discerned. Also we simply add d and p contributions together
with equal weights. It is clear that the actual situation will
be represented by some unequal weighting of the d and p
contributions, but we do not know how to choose this.

-

As far as steric repulsions are concerned, the systems fall
into three groups with increasingly high energy: SAP DD
< C BTP << ETP. From electronic considerations we find
ETP < BTP < SAP < DD << C
HB. The superposition
of these two series then gives a good description of the
popularity (and thus relative stability) of the various structures.
S A P wins out over DD on both counts, but only marginally.
These structures are good on both electronic and steric
grounds. The BTP is not as happy sterically, but makes up
for this on the electronic side. These are the three structures
that are most often found. The cube and H B are not very good
on either a steric or an electronic basis. As we noted above,
there are only a couple of examples of the former, and the H B
is especially well stabilized by P interactions which we have
neglected here, at least so far. The ETP is a combination of
two extremes. While it is predicted to be an excellent structure
on electronic grounds, it is exceedingly unstable on steric
grounds. The steric effect wins out, for there are no genuine
examples of this coordination geometry. We would encourage
synthetic efforts to realize this structure by using polydentate
or encapsulating ligands which remove some of the steric
prohibition. Some studies of six-coordinate trigonal-prismatic
geometry have used such ligand^,'^" but here the internuclear
distances between metal and capping ligands are large; the
structures are essentially ~ix-coordinate.~'~
In 28 the ligand
is so designed that the metal-capping ligand distances are not
necessarily long. This is the geometrical arrangement in the
"football" ligand, for example.22b

-

28
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Figure 6. Sizes of the axial (circles) and equatorial (crosses) quartic
terms for eight- (HB), seven- (PB), six- (octahedral), and five-coordination (PB) structures: (a) d-orbital interactions; (b) p-orbital
interactions. The sizes of the quartic terms, per ligand, are given by
4 + ( 4 2 ) [axial site, d-orbital interaction], 1 + (1 ln/6) [equatorial,
d], 4 [axial, p], and n [equatorial, p], where n is the number of
equatorial ligands.

For systems with distinguishable sites (for example, A and
B in the DD; axial or equatorial in the HB) we may use this
analysis to probe the origins of the differentiation of bond
strengths. We extend our analysis to include do examples from
five- and seven-coordination in the form of the trigonal bipyramid (TB) and pentagonal bipyramid (PB). The nj values
of eq 10 may be factored into contributions from the two sets
of ligands:
nj = nj( 1) + nj(2)
(12)
The quartic destabilization energy may be partitoned between
the ligands as

+ n,(l)n,(2) and n,2(2) + nj(l)nj(2)

n?(1)

(13)

In Table IV for the HB, PB, and TB structures we have shown
the division of n, in parentheses. For the DD structure the
separation is clear from the A,B labels. Figure 6 shows the
division of the quartic terms between the axial and equatorial
sites, per ligand, for ligand u-metal p and ligand u-metal d
interactions.
From ligand u-metal d orbital interactions the axial bonds
should always be weaker in TB, PB, and HB (larger quartic
term). The bonds are equivalent in the octahedron, by
symmetry. On p-orbital grounds the axial bonds should be
weaker for the TB and stronger for the PB and HB. Extended
Huckel calculations for ML5, ML,, and ML8 with s, p, or d
basis sets on the metal bear out this trend (29). The relative
S,P

I

38 4 4

I

d

I 24 43
v
I

7
I

37 27

I

39

I

I

I

0 . 26
3 1

I

29

I
a
I
27

27

bond overlap populations for axial and equatorial groups are
dominated by the contribution from metal s,p-ligand u interaction to give a calculated order of ax < eq (TB); ax > eq
(PB, HB). An interesting feature is that the axial overlap
populations remain approximately constant in the series TB,
PB, and HB, but the equatorial ones steadily decrease in this
order. This is a reflection of the fact that the axial three-center
bonding constantly uses one metal p orbital, while the
equatorial bonding must make do with two p orbitals for an
increasing number of bonds. Note that the overlap populations

-

Figure 7. Calculated loci for [bond overlap population (M-A)]/ [bond
overlap population (M-B)] = 1 for ML8 (a) and MC18 (b) from
EHMO calculations and [stabilization energy (M-A)] / [stabilization
energy (M-B)] = 1 for ML8 with d orbitals alone (c) and p orbitals
alone (d) from the AOM. The blocks indicate the observed experimental crossover points.

for the HB in 29 do not agree in detail with the full s,p,d basis
results given earlier in 8-additivity is not expected.
A similar p orbital dominated effect appears to occur in the
dodecahedral case. Recall that for some geometries rA/tg <
1, but for the majority of observed structures r A / r B > 1 . From
the relative sizes of the quartic terms for the A and B sites
we may construct a picture similar to Figure 4, which is shown
in Figure 7. There we see the calculated locus of points where
the ratio of A and B overlap populations is equal to unity, as
a function of t9A, OB, for our two models using d orbitals alone
and p orbitals alone. The results of using extended Huckel
calculations for ML8 and MCle are also shown in the figure.
The experimentally observed points where the crossover between rA/rB < l and rA(rB > l are shown as blocks.
While the actual position of the solid lines is not too
significant-ligand-ligand
interactions are explicitly ignored
here but are included in the extended Huckel calculations-it
is interesting to see that such a crossover stems from differential electronic stabilization effects, the general form of
which may be roughly estimated as a function of dA, dB.
Another interesting point is this: We noticed earlier that above
one of the dashed lines of Figure 7 on increasing d A the M-A
overlap population increased while that of M-B decreased.
Below this line they both decreased with increasing t9A. This
is precisely what is seen in the variations of the quartic
contributions assigned to A and B ligands from metal d-ligand
u interactions. Slightly more complex behavior is observed
with the metal p-ligand u quartic contributions. Above the
crossover line the trend is similar to that of the d-orbital
contribution. An increase in the quartic terms for both A and
B on increasing t9 does not occur until larger values of eA, rather
than at the crossover line.
?r Bonding in DD and SAP Structures
It is clear now that these two geometries are close in energy.
We have considered some of the factors that may favor one
relative to another. At this point we proceed to discuss how
?r bonding may influence the two structures. This is an area
where many authors have made contributions initiated by an
early and important comment by Orgel.loe
In the D D the lowest lying d orbital is the u-nonbonding
x2 - y2. The overlap integral of a ligand ?rL orbital with this
xz - y 2 orbital (30) is given by the function S(0) = S, sin 8.
Using the angular overlap approach the interaction energy to
second order is ,f3,$2 sin2 0. (We note here an earlier AOM
treatment of this problem.35) Thus the largest interaction will
be for the ligands with the largest value of 8, i.e., the B ligands.
If this interaction leads to an overall electronic stabilization
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34

U

(d2 with a a acceptor, 31,or do with a a donor, 32),then the
a-bonding ligands should enter the B sites. If the overall effect
is a four-electron destabilizing one (d2 with a H donor, 33),
then the donors should prefer the A sites.
d S t

d2 A
31

do D

32

/*

d2 D

33

This is the basis of Orgel's rule. Its corollary is that in any

ML4L'4 complex the L and L' ligands should sort themselves
into the A and B sites such that all the sites of one kind are
occupied only by ligands of one kind. One piece of evidence
cited which supports this a-interaction determinant of stereochemistry appeared in Table 11. There is an inversion in
site preferences in the M ( q ~ i n molecules
)~
depending on the
number of d electrons ( M = W, d2; = Zr, do). The conclusion
here is that the 0 atoms are a donors, avoiding the B sites in
the d2 system, and the N atoms relative to these are a acceptors. However, the chelation mode changes as well on
changing the number of d electrons. In the Zr system it is
the g edges which are chelated and in the W analogue it is
the m edges. No inversion of ligand site preference is
in the halfway d' structures V(Nb)C14(diars)2 compared to
do TiC14(diars)2. It is argued that the R N C ligand is a better
a acceptor than C N and that Orgel's rule also applies36 for
M O ( C N ) ~ ( R N C where
)~
the R N C occupies the B sites.
However, we also saw that for most of these structures it was
the more electronegative ligand which occupied the B sites,
in agreement with the u site preference conclusion which we
reached earlier. W e think that the site preferences in the D D
are very likely determined by a combination of u, a , and steric
(e.g., H4Mo(PPh3),) effects.
H orbitals have no overlap with x2 - y 2 . Thus any single-raced H ligand should orient itself in the Iorientation for
cases 31 and 32 and in the 11 orientation for 33. acac and
related chelate systems which are H donors should then prefer
to chelate via use of the m edges for do structures since here
the a effect is maximized without chelate distortion. For d'
or d2 structures we might expect to find other chelation modes
which relieve the destabilization. However, the mmmm isomer
is an excellent choice on steric grounds8 and there seems to
be no dramatic shift in the mode of isomer chelation with d
electron count. Thus V1V(dtb)4,76a,b
W " ( q ~ i n B r ) ~TilV,~~
( d t ~ ) ~ and
,'~Z
~ r * V ( N 0 3 ) 2 ( a ~ a ~ )all
2 4 follow
2
the mmmm
chelation pattern. The electronic configurations of this series
are d', d2, do, and do, respectively. Zr1V(N03)(acac)3(do),
however, has the unusual abmg pattern77 and the V1v(dta)4
crystal structure contains two symmetry-unrelated molecules,
one with mmmm and the other with the rare mmgg chelati~n.'~
For the SAP the lowest energy d orbital is z2 and T bonding
may occur in the fashion illustrated in 34. The angular

dependence of overlap here is given by the function S = 3'i2.
sin 8 cos 8, and thus the stabilization energy is 35'2 sin2 I9 cos2
8. This has a maximum a t I9 = 45'. By comparing the total
H-type interaction energies for S A P (8 = 5 8 O ) and DD (8,
= 36', BB = 74') we find a larger interaction, by 5%, for the
D D relative to SAP.
Although it is hazardous to attach too much quantitative
weight to what follows, let us try to delineate those factors
which may stabilize one structure relative to the other. For
d', d2 systems DD is favored over S A P on B grounds (recall
the lowest d orbital is strictly u nonbonding in DD but slightly
antibonding in SAP) and also favored on a-bonding grounds
for systems with a-acceptor ligands. For the do case the SAP
seems to be favored, very slightly, over DD on electronic u and
steric grounds, but the DD receives more a stabilization from
a donors. The unraveling of the relative importance of all these
effects is obviously not possible at present, especially since the
experimental evidence is also perturbed by differential solvation
effects in solution and crystal packing forces in the solid.
W e note here the Kepert result,'b that the DD structure is
preferred over S A P for small-bite ligands, does seem to be
borne out for many species. O?-, mono- and dithiocarbamates, and NO3- invariably give D D structures. The
structure of Ce(103)4-H20is a SAP, but here the Ce atom
is coordinated79to only one of the 0 atoms of a particular IO3unit.
One particularly interesting effect occurs in the S A P
structures with coordinated acac ligands. This is the folding
of the acac-metal ring around the O...O axis, 35, for in-

35

stance,80,8'in M1v(acac)4, M = Zr, Ce, U, where the ssss
isomer is found. This leaves the acac still planar but tilted.
The angle a is typically around 160'. Folding at acac rings
in other systems which are not eight-coordinate also occurs,
for instance, in V O ( a ~ a c ) C~ ~, ~( a~c a c ) , ( H , O ) ~and
, ~ ~ Zn( a c a ~ ) ~ ( H ~but
O )not
, ~ ~in Z n ( d ~ m ) , 8and
~ only to a very small
extent in S A P structures coordinated in 1111 fashion,86 e.g.,
Th1v(tfac)4and N b ' " ( d ~ m ) ~Our
. calculations indicate that
the folding in some of these structures is a low-energy process
and certainly will occur in the crystal if it is required to aid
molecular packing.
The rather larger folding found in the M " ( a ~ a c ) ~systems
where the coordination is ssss has a molecular orbital rationale
that may also be important. The detailed molecular orbital
argument is a complex one, but the stabilization on bending
for the Z r ( a ~ a c structure
)~
may be traced to a metal-ligand
bonding orbital involving among other things these a-donor
orbitals on the ligands. As the ligand is folded around the
0. axis, the a orbital is tilted to interact in a better fashion
with z2, A part of the extra stabilization energy arises from
the folding downward of the ligand to increase a bonding. For
1111 coordinated ligands there is little advantage to be gained
by ligand folding and the angles observed here are small.

-
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Table VII. Site Preference Guide
Dodecahedron

Square Antiprism
dZAanddoD
d ZD

ll>l
I > II

Bicapped Trigonal Prism
d Z A and d o D
(mil bll) > bl > (CII * cl
d ZD
( m l - 4 - q)> bl> (bll

-

d z A and d o D
dZ D

-- ml)
mil)

Hexagonal Bipyramid
eqII ax > eql
eqL > eqll ax

- -

Similar ligand folding is also not expected in mmmm chelated
DD structures since maximum A overlap is achieved without
folding.
Site Preferences of A Donors and Acceptors
As in the analysis of the seven-coordinatestructural problem,
we use a combination of test orbitals and C1 and C O substituents to probe the site preferences and orientations of
ligand-bearing A orbitals. We saw in the previous section for
DD and SAP structures that there was no interaction of rI1
orbitals with the lowest energy d orbital in the DD and no
interaction of rl orbitals with the lowest energy d orbital in
the S A P geometry. The site and orientation preferences for
donor (D) arid acceptor (A) A ligands in these and other
structures are summarized in a site preference guide, Table
VII.
For the H B or BTAP structure there is a low-lying pair of
d orbitals available for interaction with both axial and eqllr
orbitals, 36 and 37. Eq, A orbitals are of the wrong symmetry

40

geometry also appears in Table VII. We note the general
superiority of 11 interactions over I ones-a reminder of the
SAP parentage of this structure. For cylindrically symmetrical
r systems the largest interaction is in the m or b positions. The
experimental data available on molecules with BTP geometry
are not at present good enough to test out these ideas. In
addition, as we saw with the DD structure, all effects-steric,
u, and n-may
enter into determination of the substituent
arrangement.
Complexes with More Than Two d Electrons
There are several examples of these: Co(CF3CO2)?-,*'
M(N03)4'- [M = Mn(II),25 Fe(III),@ C O ( I I ) , Zn(II)90],91
~~
and M ( O A C ) ~ -[M
~ ~= Cu, Cd]. All of these depart significantly from the calculated valley in the ,,e OB potential
energy surface of Figure 3. Such distortion may not immediately be ascribed to the presence of more than two d
electrons, since CrOs3-, d', also has a distorted structure.loi
It does, however, seem to be a consequence of the presence
of the small-bite ligands NO3-, OAc-, and O:-. These
molecules show some structural similarities. All are chelated
mmmm. Values of 8~ (41) are fairly constant (80.5-83.7'),

ax

37

36

to interact with this low-energy pair. We note here that both
A orbitals on an axial ligand may interact optimally with the
central atom xz, y z pair. This is the only structure among
those we consider where this is so. From our analysis of u
effects above, the axial sites in do complexes are then very
strongly bound by a powerful combination of u- and r-bonding
effects. There are many H B complexes based on the linear
U 0 2 unit to underline this point.
For the BTP the lowest lying d orbital is a combination of
z2 and x2- y2. Two views are shown in 38 and 39. The three

-C

m

38

b

39

possible types of mubstituent orientations appear in 40. The
c, and m, have no interaction with this orbital at all. cI has
a small interaction with the z2component. This may be related
to the A z2 overlap of the SAP, with the large value of 8
responsige for the poor overlap. bll and mli have a good
interaction with z2. b, may interact with the x 2 - y 2 component of this orbital. The site preference guide for this

but the values of OA are sensitive to the d-orbital configuration:
Ti(1V) [do], 37'; Fe(II1) [h.s. d5], 38.7'; Mn(I1) [h.s. d5],
43.0'; Co(I1) [h.s. d'], 46.5'; Zn(I1) [d'O], 46.8' for the
nitrates and 48.5' for Co(I1) [h.s. d'] in C O ( C F ~ C O ~ ) As
~~-.
8, increases, the bonds to the B sites become weakened relative
to those to the A sites. For Mn(II), Fe(III), and Zn(I1) with
spherically symmetrical d configurations, relative bond overlap
populations similar to the do case are expected. Thus these
points may usefully be plotted on Figure 3. We see the
predicted crossover from rA/rB> 1 to rA/rB< 1 between the
geometries of the isoelectronic Mn(II), Fe(II1) systems.
Figure 8 shows the energetic behavior of the metal d orbitals
at OB = 81' as 0, is increased. From the calculations, increasing 19, is favored in the order h.s. d5 < h.s. d7 < d'O. The
double occupation of z2 in the h s . d7 and dl0 structures is the
driving force to increasing 8, in this series. Note that a h.s.
d7 system with 8, 6 40 is Jahn-Teller unstable.
The CU(OAC),~-structure is probably best regarded as
derived from a square-planar d9 complex with long axial bonds,
a feature typical of these systems. In this case we have long
axial pairs of bonds and an rA/rBratio of 1.41. The analogous
Cd(I1) species (d'O) has a very similar angular geometry, but
with a much smaller bond length ratio of 1.17 to emphasize
this point.
Polytopal Rearrangements
In this section we discuss briefly the energetics of possible
rearrangement pathways between the idealized structural
extremes. For the high-energy set of geometries (HB, BTAP,
C) the potential energy surface connecting them via 1 is a
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Table MII. Extended Huckel Parameters

expoorbital

Hii

nents

LIS
C 2s
C 2p
0 2s
0 2p

-15.0
-21.4
-11.4

1.300

-32.3
-14.8

orbital

C13s
1.625 C13p

1.625

MOSS

2.275
2.275

M05p
M O 4da

Hii

-30.0
-15.0
-10.5
-5.98
-14.3

exponents
2.033
2.033

1.630
1.550
3.610 (0.5211)
1.610 (0.6358)

a Two Slater exponents are listed for the 4d functions. Each is
followed in parentheses by the coefficient in the double-t expan-

sion.
splits into two below -137 OC. Temperature studies give a
value of Af? = 6.0 f 0.1 kcal/mol. For Zr(acac), the figure
is even lower, 4.1 f 0.3 kcal/mol. Both rearrangement
40
45
processes are intramolecular. These low-energy pathways will
e,” (e, =E$)
surely be strongly influenced by the steric properties of the
ligands in addition to electronic effects as we have emphasized
Figure 8. The energies of the metal d orbitals and the DD configthroughout this paper. Interestingly, stereochemical nonriuration with OB = 81’ and a varying OA for the M(NO& molecule.
gidity in these eight-coordinate systems was first demonstrated
smooth one, with a minimum at the cube geometry for all the
using H4ML4 (M = Mo, W; L = PR3)lm where AG’ = 12-16
systems we have studied. These always have eight identical
kcal/mol. Unfortunately, the N M R spin system is complex
ligands and so exclude the U0,-type structures in whichtwo
and the spectra carry so little information that a permutation
ligands selectively take advantage of the special bonding
analysis was not possible.
possibilities of the HB. Rearrangement of the H B structure
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Another route was shown in 5-rotation
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Appendix
simultaneous relaxation of the angles made by the M L bonds
with the rotation axis coming out of the plane of the paper.
The method of calculation used is the extended Hiickel
A third route was shown in 6. This involves simultaneous
procedurelo’ and the parameters used in our calculations are
conversion of the two S A P square faces to diamond faces of
given in Table VIII. The test metal atom was Mo with a
the D D and may also be viewed as the rotation of pairs of A
double-l4d function.Io2 L is the pseudoligand we have used
and B ligands against each other, 42, as suggested by K e ~ e r t . ~ ~before which carries a single 1s orbital. Bond distances were
M-L = 1.65 A, M-CO = 1.97 A, M-Cl = 2.45 A, and C-0
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42
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Carbon disulfide complexes of iron(O), Fe(q2-CS2)(CO)2L2[L = P(OMe),, P(OEt)3, P(OPh),, PPh3], have been synthesized
from (benzylideneacetone)tricarbonyliron(O) via reaction with tertiary phosphorus ligands in carbon disulfide. An excellent
route to the trialkyl- or dialkylarylphosphine complexes Fe(q2-CS2)(C0)2L2(L = PMe3, PMe2Ph, P(n-Bu),) or Fe(q2CS,)(CO),(PPh,)L (L = PMe3, PMe2Ph) consists of displacing one or two molecules of triphenylphosphine from Fe( v ~ - C S ~ ) ( C O ) ~ ( P by
P ~the
, ) ~ more nucleophilic phosphines. The mixed phosphine-phosphite derivative Fe(q2-CS2)(CO)2(PMe3)(P(OMe)3)can be obtained from Fe(q2-CS2)(CO),(PMe3)(PPh,)
via PPh, substitution. These compounds
have been characterized by microanalyses, by IR, 'H and
N M R and mass spectroscopy, and for Fe(q2-CS2)(CO),are monoclinic, space group
(PMe3)(PPh3) by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Crystals of Fe(q2-CSz)(CO),(PMe,)(PPh3)
Pc, with a = 9.309 (4) A, b = 13.640 (12) A, c = 11.390 (5) A, p = 120.43 ( 5 ) O , and 2 = 2. The structure was solved
by Patterson and Fourier techniques using 188 1 independent, counter-measured reflections for which I L 3 4 0 . Refinement
by full-matrix least-squares methods with all nonhydrogen atoms having anisotropic thermal parameters converged a t R
= 0.039 and R, = 0.046. The CS2 ligand is q2 coordinated and the iron stereochemistry is best described as trigonal bipyramidal
with trans phosphorus ligands and the coordinated C=S bond of the CS2 molecule occupying an equatorial position. Important
bond lengths are C(3)-S(1) = 1.676 (7), C(3)-S(2) = 1.615 (8), Fe-S(1) = 2.334 (2), Fe-C(3) = 1.983 (8), Fe-P(l)
= 2.279 (2), and Fe-P(2) = 2.252 (2) A. The electronic nature of the bound CS2ligand is discussed in the light of structural
and spectroscopic parameters.

Introduction
Transition-metal q2-CS2complexes are the main precursors
to thiocarbonyl compounds.2a The transformation of an q2-CS2
molecule to a thiocarbonyl is achieved either by removal of
one sulfur atom as phosphine sulfide on treatment with a
tertiary phosphine or via alkylation of the uncoordinated sulfur
atom followed by alkylthiol elimination on subsequent reaction
with acid2aor hydride ion2b(Scheme I). Moreover, q2-CS2
complexes are highly activated toward electrophilic reagents.
The uncoordinated sulfur atom behaves as a strong nucleophile,
displacing halide ion from alkyl halides to give sulfur alkylated
cations3 or weakly bound ligands from other organometallic
derivatives leading to CS2-bridged binuclear c o m p l e x e ~ . ~ ? ~
Another interesting feature of CS2 coordination chemistry
concerns the electron-donor-electron-acceptor properties of
this ligand. Recent spectroscopic evidence6 may point to an
acceptor capability for q2-CS2in V ~ - C ~ H ~ M ~ ( comCO)~L
plexes superior to that of CO and comparable with that of CS
or PF,.
Despite their synthetic utility and potential, relatively few
q2-CS2 complexes of first-row transition metals have been
characterized.a We report herein the synthesis of a series of
q2-CS2complexes of the type Fe(q2-CS2)(C0)2LL' (L, L' =
tertiary phosphine or phosphite) for which a versatile chemistry
can be anticipated. The spectroscopic characterization of these
complexes is described. An X-ray crystal structure analysis
of Fe(q2-CS2)(CO),(PMe3)(PPh3)
has been carried out to
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provide the first accurate structural parameters for a first-row
transition-metal CS2 derivative and to form a basis for
spectroscopic investigations of CS2-M bonding.
Experimental Section
General Methods. Infrared spectral determinations were made using
a Beckman I R 12 spectrophotometer. Frequencies are accurate to
&2 cm-'. N M R spectra were recorded on a Varian E M 360 ('H;
CDCI, solution with Me& internal standard unless otherwise noted)
and a Bruker W H 90 (,'P; CDC13 solution unless otherwise noted;
shifts are downfield (+) from external H,PO,). Mass spectra were
determined at 70 eV using a Varian M A T 311 double-focusing
spectrometer. Microanalyses were determined by C N R S microanalyses (THIAIS).
Synthesis. Fe(q2-CS2)(CO)JP(OR)3]2
(2a (R= Me),2b (R = Et),
2c (R = Ph)). The phosphite (2 mmol) was added to a solution of
(benzy1ideneacetone)tricarbonyliron (1)7 (1 mmol) in CS2 (5 mL)
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